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Introduction

T HE hollow cathode is the electron source most commonly
employed for Hall effect thrusters (HETs). The electrons emit-

ted by these devices serve the dual roles of impact ionizing the HET
propellant and neutralizing it once it has been accelerated (Fig. 1).
The electrical coupling from the cathode to the HET discharge is thus
a critical driver for their efficient operation. In light of this fact, there
have been a number of efforts to characterize the local processes
governing the cathode-to-main discharge environment. These studies
have revealed that this region is nonclassical and characterized by a
wide range of instabilities that can influence the electrical coupling
[1–7]. In particular, for thrusters with centrally mounted cathodes
(i.e., concentric with the main discharge), there is a large-amplitude
“antidrift” azimuthal mode in the cathode plume [1] that may domi-
nate the local electrical coupling [8].
With that said, all HETs that have been flown to date employ

externally mounted cathodes, i.e., configurations where the electron
source is mounted outside the main discharge (Fig. 1). It has yet to be
seen if the antidrift instability persists for this more common thruster
type. This is a pressing question given the potentially dominant
impact the wave may have on the near-field dynamics. With this in
mind, this Note presents the first experimental attempt to identify if
the same type of rotational wave that has been observed for HETs
with centrally mounted cathodes persists for a thruster with an
external cathode. We describe in the following the experimental
procedure used to search for these waves (Sec. II), the results of this
analysis with discussion of the findings (Secs. III and IV), and the
major conclusions (Sec. V).

II. Experimental Procedure

We performed this investigation on the H9, which is a 9-kW-class
magnetically shielded Hall thruster developed by the University of

Michigan, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and theU.S. Air Force
Research Laboratory [9,10]. This thruster’s baseline configuration
employs a centrally mounted cathode that exhibits a strong antidrift
wave [8]. To investigate the role of location on the formation of this
wave for this study, wemoved the cathode to a point outside themain
discharge (Fig. 1). As in a previous cathode study by Jorns et al. [8],
we operated the thruster at 300 V and 15 Awith a 7% cathode flow
fraction and with the thruster body electrically tied to the cathode
[11]. Tests were performed in the Large Vacuum Test Facility at the
University ofMichigan, which is a 9-m-long 6-m-diameter cryogeni-
cally pumped vacuum chamber. The facility background pressure
during testingwas 6 μtorr, asmeasured by a Stabil ion gauge oriented
downstream and placed 1m from the thruster in its exit plane [11,12].
We used a Photron Fastcam SA5, which is a high-speed camera, to

image oscillations across the face of the thruster at a frame rate of
300 kfps, measuring a total of 50,000 frames. Figure 2 shows a single
still frame from the camera, where the cathode and a portion of the
thruster channel are visible. For this analysis, we only focused on the
highlighted region of Fig. 2, which consists of 40 × 40 pixels. To
relate measurements of plasma luminosity to assessments of varia-
tions in the local plasma properties, we followed Refs. [1,13] in
making the assumption that oscillations in the pixel intensity at each
location in the image plane scalewith relativevariations in the plasma
density:

~I�r; t� ≡ I�r; t� − �I�r�
�I�r� � ~n�r; t� ≡ n�r; t� − �n�r�

�n�r� (1)

Here, I�r; t� and n�r; t� denote, respectively, the pixel intensity and

density fluctuations at location r as a function of time t, and �I�r� and
�n�r� are the time-averaged values. We note here that this relationship
between pixel intensity and density is based on the implicit
assumption that the electron temperature (which also influences light
emission) is constant over the wave period. Although, as noted in
previous studies [1,4,14], this assumption may be violated, the
relative intensity of light emission can still provide insight into the
local nature of perturbations in density.

III. Results

To investigate the properties of the fluctuations in the near field of
the external cathode, we performed spectral analysis to examine the
frequency content. amplitude, and phase analysis to characterize the
dispersion. For our spectral analysis, we Fourier analyzed the time
series Iω�r� � F � ~I�r; t�� from each pixel individually and then aver-

aged over all the resulting power spectra hjIω�r�j2ir. Figure 3c shows
the averaged result, where the shaded region denotes the standard
deviation from the average of the power spectra over pixels. We note
here that the dominant source of uncertainty in these spectra is from
thevariation over pixels.We have neglected the error from the camera
itself because these noise levels were ∼2%.
As shown in Fig. 3c, our analysis reveals two dominant frequency

components in the near-field cathode region: a lower-amplitude
mode at 8� :9 kHz, and a higher-amplitude mode at 56� 1 kHz,
where we have estimated the error values by determining the peak
frequency by randomly sampling values within the error bars (boot-
strapping). The lower-frequency peak is associated with the so-called
breathing mode, which is a ubiquitous longitudinal oscillation origi-
nating in the channel that has been observed on nearly all Hall
thrusters [15–17]. The higher-frequency oscillation is within
20 kHz of the previously reported antidrift wave found in centrally
mounted cathodes [1,3,8]. The observation of this frequency is our
first correlational evidence that this localized cathode wave may
persist even when the cathode is mounted externally.
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To quantify the propagation of this higher-frequency wave and
determine if it is in fact an azimuthal mode with respect to the
cathode, we adopt the phase analysis methodology introduced in
Ref. [1] and further implemented in Ref. [18]. To this end, we
explicitly consider the Fourier expansion for the relative fluctuations
at each pixel location:

~I�r; t� �
X
ω

jIω�r�jei�−ωt�ϕω�r�� (2)

where ϕω�r� is the relative phase of the oscillation as a function of
position. This term provides insight into the relative dispersion of the
oscillations at frequency ω. We evaluate this phase by defining a

reference pixel at location r0 with corresponding signal ~I�r0; t� and
phase ϕω�r0�. We then perform a cross correlation between the signal
intensity at this reference point I�r0; t� and the other pixels in the image:

Δϕω � ϕω�r� − ϕω�r0� � tan−1
�
Im�I	ω�r0� ⋅ Iω�r��
Re�I	ω�r0� ⋅ Iω�r��

�
(3)

Armed with this equation, we present in Fig. 3a the smoothed spatial
mapof thephase averagedover the frequency range56� 1 kHz. In this
figure, there is a gradual clockwise transition of phase from−π to π in a
circular pattern centered approximately on the cathode. This periodic
transition in phase in the azimuthal direction suggests the observed
oscillation is an m � 1 global mode propagating in a swirl around the
cathode exit, i.e., thatϕω�r� ≈mθ in Eq. (2).Moreover, since the phase
remains constant closer to the channel (left side of the image), our
analysis suggests that the cathodemodehasnodispersion in thechannel.
The dispersion of thewave at 56 kHz is thus local to the cathode: a result
that is reminiscent of the phase analysis in figure 3b of Ref. [1], where
the antidrift wave was first reported on a centrally mounted cathode.
This indicates in turn that this mode is a distinct phenomenon from the
previously reported “rotating spoke” mode, which propagates azimu-
thally but is confined to the main channel of the thruster [19]. We also

note that the observed wave propagates in the diamagnetic direction.
Themagnetic field for our cathode is locally coalignedwith the cathode
axis while the pressure gradient is directed radially inward, toward the
cathode axis. These two effects combine to lead to a local diamagnetic
drift in the clockwise direction, which is consistent with the phase map
shown in Fig. 3a. This direction of propagation aligns with previous
work that has shown that the local antidrift oscillations in the cathode
plume are driven unstable by this diamagnetic drift. The propagation
direction thus provides additional correlational evidence that the mode
with the external cathode is qualitatively similar to the waves observed
in centrally mounted cathodes.
With that said, we do note a departure from this previous work.

Although our oscillation evidently exhibits an azimuthal character,
the axis of rotation appears to be centered at a point slightly below the
cathode exit. On the other hand, in the previous study, the axis of
rotation was collinear with the cathode axis. The underlying reason
for this discrepancymay ultimately be attributed to the asymmetry of
the external cathode configuration. We return to this point in the
following section.
As a final assessment of this propagatingmode, we show in Fig. 3b

the two-dimensional spatial dependence of wave amplitude j ~Iω�r�j2
at 56 kHz.We similarly show in Fig. 3d this amplitude as a function of
radial position at four azimuthal locations. The dominant feature
from these plots is the presence of an off-axis peak located on the
side of the image closest to the thruster channel (to the left of the
cathode orifice in the image). In contrast to the qualitative agreement
in frequency and dispersion, this spatial distribution of the wave
amplitude is a departure fromprevious studies on a centrallymounted
cathode [1,8]. In this previous work, it was found that the azimuthal
oscillation also exhibits an off-axis peak. However, this peak was
azimuthally symmetric with respect to the cathode centerline. This is
consistent with the hypothesis that the antidrift cathode wave is a
nonlocal bulk oscillation. Our result instead shows the amplitude is
preferentially peaked toward the thruster channel. With that said, the
orientation of the camera with respect to the cathode precludes a
direct comparison to previous results. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 1, the
cathode exit is oriented at an angle with respect to the image plane.
The imagewe generate is therefore a projection of the cathode plume
onto this plane, which skews the integrated light intensity of oscil-
lations. This skewing does not prevent us from detecting the overall
rotation (as shown in Fig. 3a) but does preclude us from generating
the same type of “face-on” assessment of the radial distribution of the
plume amplitude that was done in previous studies.With that said, we
do note that the relative magnitude of the spectrum of our oscillations
is∼0.2� 0.1% (see Fig. 3c), which is similar to the∼1% oscillations
in luminosity reported in Ref. [1].

IV. Discussion

As we have outlined in the previous section, there are a number of
correlational observations that suggests the external cathode also
exhibits the same type of antidrift waves previously identified in
Refs. [1,8], where thrusters with center-mounted cathodes were

Fig. 1 Schematic and image of H9 Hall thruster operating at 300 V and 15 A with externally mounted cathode, with notional lines for magnetic and
electric fields. Notional layout for experimental setup is also shown (not to scale).

Fig. 2 Still image captured by high-speed camera. Red lines represent
boundaries of channel (left) and pixels around cathode used in analysis
(right).
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investigated. In particular, the frequency is comparable to previous

findings (within 20 kHz), thewave is azimuthal with anm � 1 spatial
distribution in the diamagnetic direction, and the amplitude is within

an order of magnitude. To expand on this result, we can invoke the
theory from Ref. [1] to be more quantitative in our comparison. This
previous work presents a dispersion relation for an antidrift wave in a

cathode plume invoking the full cylindrical geometry of the cathode.
This dispersion relation is similar to that of Ellis et al. [20] in the limit
of unmagnetized ions; and it is similar again to Ref. [8], which uses

the dispersion relation in Cartesian coordinates. We expect the
plasma parameters to be similar to those in Ref. [1], but the magnetic

field is lower. We can thus replicate this analysis while assuming a
magnetic field that is lower by a factor of 2.5.We follow the previous
reference in allowing the parallel wave number to remain a free

variable and assuming that the wave we observe will be the one with
the highest growth rate. In doing so, we find that the most unstable

mode exists at a parallel wave number of 25 m−1 with a real fre-
quency of 60 kHz, which corresponds closely to what we observe.
Despite the fact that the external cathode is in a different position

than the center-mounted cathodes from previous studies, the onset of

this type of instability is not unexpected given the local similarities in
the two plasma environments. Indeed, although the external cathode
does not have overall symmetry with respect to the thruster axis, the

plasma configuration is similar to the environment of a centrally
mounted cathode in the vicinity of the cathode exit. Most notably, the

magnetic field is approximately collinear with the axis of the cathode
(shown qualitatively in Fig. 1); and since the plasma densities emerg-
ing from the cathode are the highest of any point in the thruster (cf.

Ref. [8]), the local plasma properties and temperatures are dominated

by this source.We therefore expect local symmetrywith respect to the

cathode axis, which is comparable in shape to the density profiles

observed in previouswork. This combination of the locally axial field

and the radial gradients in the cathode plume promote the growth and

propagation of the antidrift wave in the locally azimuthal direction.
With that said, although the theory and features of the measured

wave agree qualitatively with previous results, we have remarked in

Fig. 3a that the axis of rotation is slightly below the cathode center-

line. This is a departure from previous results where the oscillation

was observed to be centered on the orifice. As a possible explanation
for this result, we note that the rotationalmodewill likely be anchored

on the point of local symmetry (density, plasma potential, and

temperature) of the cathode. Although we expect this point of sym-

metry to be close to the cathode orifice, it is plausible that with this

external configuration, this anchor point is displaced by external

forces. For example, as was noted in the work by Bourgeois et al.

[21], the placement of the cathode can lead to asymmetric local drifts

of the background plasma. Similarly, the strongHall current (directed

downward with respect to our image plane) also may convolve with

the local cathode plume to shift the place of local symmetry down-

ward. Ultimately, without a direct measurement of the local plasma

properties, we cannot definitively explain this result. However, the
fact that the center of rotation is displaced does not change the

conclusion that the wave is locally rotational.
As a final comment, the existence of this antidrift wave on an

external cathode suggests that it may have a similar impact on the

local electron coupling environment as was found in Refs. [1,8]. For

example, Ref. [8] hypothesized that the antidrift wave contributes to

enhanced nonclassical cross-field transport in the cathode near field.

Fig. 3 Representations of a) phase plot, b) two-dimensional magnitude plot, c) power spectrum, and d) relative magnitude of the 56 kHz oscillation.
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Given the similarity in the oscillation and its amplitude in the external
configuration, we expect a similar effect may be anticipated for
thrusters with external cathodes. This in turn suggests that just as
with internally mounted cathodes, nonclassical effects must be con-
sidered to accurately represent the electrical coupling to the main
discharge [22]. Similarly, it was also shown in Ref. [1] that this
instability is correlated with fluctuations in the overall discharge
current. The reason for this correlationwas discussed at greater length
in Ref. [8] and may in part be attributed to the fact that the antidrift
wave exhibits a small but finite field-aligned component of propa-
gation. To examine this correlation qualitatively in the present work,
we show in Fig. 3c the power spectrum of the discharge current
oscillations. As can be seen, the 56 kHz mode that is localized to the
cathode is correlated with an oscillation in the discharge current. This
is consistent with previous findings and indicates that this mode can
and does impact the local electron dynamics. With that said, the
discharge current oscillations are not one to one with the oscillations
in the light intensity. This is not unexpected, however [1], given that
the discharge current is a global measurement of all contributors to
the current. The breathing mode (∼8 kHz) traditionally has been the
major source of oscillation in this parameter. The light intensity
measurements, however, are only collected in the region we inter-
rogated immediately adjacent to the cathode where the local antidrift
mode induces an oscillation that has a larger amplitude than the
breathing mode.

V. Conclusions

The goal of this Note has been to explore the possibility that an
antidrift wavemay exist in the near-field plume of a hollow cathode
mounted in an external configuration for a HET. This work is
motivated by previous studies that have shown this oscillation
exists and can dominate the local dynamics for hollow cathodes
mounted centrally on HETs. To this end, a combination of high-
speed imaging and spatiotemporal Fourier analysis have been used
to show that there is a mode that rotates locally around the cathode
in a Hall thruster when its cathode is mounted in an external
configuration. The properties of this wave (its m � 1 character,
56 kHz oscillation frequency, amplitude, and direction of propa-
gation) suggest that this is the same type of antidrift wave that
previously had been detected in hollow cathodes that were located
on the thruster centerline.
Previous studies have shown that the cathode wave can contribute

to variations in the overall discharge current of the thruster: both
through promoting oscillations at the frequency of thewave aswell as
through enhancement of cross-field transport. The current work
suggests that the same formalism and transport models that have
emerged from previous studies on internal cathodes are relevant to
external cathodes as well. It therefore may be critical to consider the
impact of these modes to develop a self-consistent theory of the
operation of an external cathode as well.
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